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HSO TO PROVIDE TRANSFORMATIONAL ERP SERVICES TO CITY OF REDMOND
January 31, 2019 – HSO, a Microsoft Solution Integrator for implementation, optimization and 24/7
management of Microsoft Dynamics, has been selected by the City of Redmond to support its Microsoft
Dynamics environment and provide transformational ERP services as the City plans its migration to
Microsoft Dynamics 365.
“We are delighted to have HSO as our selected partner for this strategic initiative.” Says Dawn Johnson,
Senior Business Systems Analyst for the City of Redmond. “We looked at several Dynamics partners and
ultimately chose HSO. We were mostly impressed with their recent success and focus on public sector
and ability to provide managed services to the City.”
“We are very excited to be part of the modernization of the City of Redmond’s ERP environment.
Particularly, as it moves its solution to the Microsoft Cloud by migrating to Microsoft Dynamics 365.”
Says, Jeffrey Michaels, COO for HSO North America. “The City of Redmond’s decision to partner with
HSO is further validation of our continued focus on serving the public sector.”
About the City of Redmond
Redmond is a city with a population of over 60,000 in the Puget Sound Region of Washington State and
has been the home to Microsoft’s headquarters since 1986. Redmond is a city that prides itself on
having a high quality of life that welcomes diversity of people and cultures. The city is also known for
having a wide variety of businesses, taking care to protect the environment, and providing a beautiful
system of parks, trails and activities to its residents.
About HSO
HSO has been a Microsoft Solution Integrator since 1989. Throughout the years HSO has matured into a
successful ICT-company with over 650 employees across Europe, North-America and Asia. HSO supports
local and international organizations in retail, wholesale, manufacturing and technical / professional
services with digital technology that makes a difference. The foundation is a complete platform of CRM,
ERP, Office 365 and BI software known as Microsoft Dynamics 365.

HSO delivers the necessary services to implement, optimize and manage these leading cloud solutions.
HSO is a proud member of the Microsoft Dynamics Inner Circle and has been named the, ‘Most
customer-focused Microsoft Partner’. For more information about HSO please visit our website
http://www.hso.com.
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